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We study the unit group U of Z[Q,], where QP is the generalized quatemion 
group of order 4p, p an odd prime. Li decomposes as CI= H M k QP, and the tor- 
sion-free complement H of the trivial units is described explicitly in terms of 
matrices over algebraic number fields. The case p = 3 is treated in detail. 0 1987 
Academic Press. Inc. 
Let p be an odd prime and 
Qo= (x,yI xp=y2,yxy-‘=x-1) 
the quaternion group with 4p elements. We are going to study the unit 
group u= (z[Q,l)x of the integral group ring Z[Q,]. It is known that 
the trivial units f QP have a torsion-free normal complement 
U=H>a+Q, 
(see [ 11) and that the Zassenhaus conjecture holds true in this case (oral 
communication by S. K. Sehgal); so we have already considerable infor- 
mation on U. The aim of this paper is to describe H in more detail; it turns 
out to be essentially the semidirect product of a free abelian group and a 
congruence group. However, a “Unit Theorem” for z[Q,] which could be 
viewed as an extension of Dirichlet’s Theorem would include such a 
theorem for the congruence group; this is a problem of its own, and we are 
far from its solution. 
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2 
We choose, once and for all, a primitive pth root of unity i and define 
the representations 
T”: x-+ 1, y+ 1, 
‘5,: x-+1, y-+ -1, 
These yield an isomorphism 
cp: Q[Q,l ~Q*~Q~~,~~~Q~Q,l,~~~Q~Q,l,. 
Let c( = [ + [ -i and K= Q(a) be the real subfield of Q(l). In the next sec- 
tion we will see that p(Q[Q,]) IS a totally definite quaternion algebra over 
K, whereas it is known that 
4QCQpI) z M,(K) 
(see [3, p. 5451; o factors through the dihedral group Q,/(.?‘)). For the 
moment we work with IJ as defined above; for technical reasons, we also 
prefer to work with 
cx+(:, Y)> Y-(; (!J 
instead of rO x r,, and to replace rz by the regular representation of 
r2(Q[Q,]) = Q(i) over Q, i.e., to work with 
T’: x+(-A J, Y-(-y ;>. 
Let fi be the prime ideal over p in Z[[]. 
LEMMA 1. 
E M,(Z)* x A42(Z[5])21 A = A’ mod 2, a = a’ mod 2, 
A = a mod #, A’ = a’ mod fi, dto. for B, B’, h, b’ f. 
Proof: If X= cz; l ajxj+ j?,xjy is the typical element of Z [&I, then 
one sees that A, A’, a, a’ depend only on the a’s and B, B’, b, b’ only on the 
p’s. Therefore, as in [3], it is enough to prove the analogue of Lemma 1 for 
the cyclic group generated by x. We have to show: if vO, u,, v2, v3 are the 
representations x + 1, x + - 1, x + -[, x + [, respectively, then 
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(VclX~l x 02 x ~,)(aY(X>l) 
= {(A, A’, a’, a) E Z* x Z[[]*\ A E A’ mod 2, 
a-a’mod2, Azamodfi, A’za’modfi}. 
One checks immediately that the image of (H [ ( .X ) ] ) is contained in the 
right-hand side. Conversely, let A, A’, a = ~,“~~ ai{,‘, a’ = C”-’ aJiJ 
satisfy the required congruences; we then have A = A ‘mood 2 I 
A z C aj mod p, A’ E C ai mod p, a/ = ai mod 2, allj. We must find 
f%,...r @2p- , E Z such that 
zp- I 
(1) A= C ajv 
. j= 0 
2p- 1 
(2) A’= C (-ly’cc,, 
j=O 
(3) aj=aj+aj+,--ap~,-a2p~,,j=0,...,p-2, 
(4) a;=(-lyaj+(-l~+%j+p-c(p--l+c12p~,,j=o,...,p-2. 
We know that such a’s exist uniquely in Q, and have to show that they are 
integral. From (3) and (4) we obtain for: 
j even, 
a.+a! 
cc.=y+r,-,, J 
ai+P 
aj - al 
=-+azp.-l, 
2 
j odd, 
aj - ai 
c4.=2+appl, J 
a.+a! 
clj+p z-+(-J 2 2p 1’ 
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Substituting these M’S in (1) and (2), we find 
From the hypothesis it follows that all the CI’S are in fact integral, and we 
are done. 
Remark. The order a(E[ Q,] ) is not maximal, while p(Z [ Q,] ) is 
maximal for p E 3 mod 4 and non-maximal for p = 1 mod 4. To see this, we 
compute the discriminants, using the bases 
and 
of these orders over R = Z[cr] (which is the integral domain of K). In both 
cases we obtain (fi+)2, where b’ = Rn+i. But as a(Q[Q,]) is a matrix 
algebra over its center, all maximal orders have trivial discriminant. 
A = p(Q[Q,]) is a totally definite quaternion algebra over K; hence the 
sum of the local invariants at the infinite primes of K is f mod E for 
p = 3 mod 4 and 0 mod H for p - 1 mod 4. From the reciprocity formula for 
the sum of all local invariants we conclude now that A must be ramified at 
p’ if p E 3 mod 4; consequently the order in question is maximal since 
otherwise a maximal order would have trivial discriminant. If p = 1 mod 4, 
we conclude that A cannot be ramified at Q +, hence p(Z[ Q,]) cannot be 
maximal. Indeed, if we write 
A = (Q(i)lK A -1) 
as a cyclic crossed product (A: [ + [ - ’ ), we see that A splits over a field 
FI K iff the equation - 1 =x2 +y* +xya is solvable in F. But if 
p = 1 mod 4, then (- l/p) = 1, and by Hensel’s lemma, we can even solve 
-1 =x2 in QP. 
Now we concentrate on the unit group and denote by p0 the projection 
onto the 
gruences 
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first two components ;(Z[Q,]), r’(E[Q,]). In view of the con- 
mod 2 by which these are linked, one easily checks that 
This latter set is an abelian 2-group of type (2,4) and occurs as 
(r x r’)( ( - 1, y )) in po( U). Hence p. splits, and we can write 
U=HoX (-l,Y>, 
where Ho = kernel po. If we put 
H, = EG12(Z[5])1a=l, bzOmod+ , 
H,= a=l, b=Omodb 
then the lemma gives 
Ho=((N,,N,)EH,xH,)N,~~N,mod2} 
(the congruence to be understood coefficientwise). 
3 
Now we deal with H,. As announced in the last section, we have 
LEMMA 2. Let n P- 1, Q, = (x, y ) x” = y’, yxy ~ ’ = x - ’ ) the quaternion 
group of order 4n and p, the representation 
where czn is a primitive (2n)th root of unify. Then A,= p,((Q[Q,]) is a 
totally definite quaternion algebra. 
Proof Using the basis 
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of A, over K, = Q(cz,,), we compute the norm form of A,, to be 
where a, = czn + [;,I. We must show that for all conjugates a;’ of %,, the 
form xf + xf + x1 xZ@’ IS positive definite. This form has matrix 
1 aLj’/2 
a”‘/2 1 ” 
>O as ja:‘l<2. 
This proves the lemma. 
h3MMA 3. Let B be a totally definite quaternion algebra with center L, 
Jc B an order and C the kernel of the reduced norm map J” --+ L on the unit 
group. Then C is finite. 
Proof: If the claim is true for one order, it is true for all orders; so we 
can assume that J has an S-basis, where S is the ring of integers of L. 
Calculated with respect to that basis, the reduced norm is a quadratic form, 
say q, in four variables, defined over S. Let n = 1 L: QI. It follows from the 
hypotheses that L is totally real and hence has n different embeddings 
cp 1 ?...) cp, into R. Let q, be the form obtained from q by applying ‘pi to its 
coefficients. As B is definite, all of the q, are positive definite. Now, if we 
embed L into R” by cp, x . . x (Pi, S is mapped onto the lattice 
N= {(cpl(~L cp,,(s))l s E Sj c R”, and the solutions of q(x,, x1, xj, x4) = 1 
in S correspond to the points of the lattice N4 c R4” contained in the set 
{(x\” ,.._. I;,‘) ,..., r’l”‘,..., x;;‘) E R4” I q,(sj” ,..., xl”‘) = I, 
i = I ,..., n J. 
But as all q, are positive definite, this set is a product of n i-dimensional 
ellipsoides and is compact, containing only finitely many lattice points. 
Remark. From the diagram 
I-+C-+J”-+S” 
J/ squaring 
S” 
one sees that S” has finite index in J”. Another proof of this is given by 
Eichler [2, Satz 21. We return to A = p( (Q[ Q,] ). A can be embedded in 
the usual quaternion skewfield H over R, and the finite subgroups of H” 
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are classified, so that we can write down the possibilities for a finite sub- 
group C of A x : C is a subgroup of one of the groups 
binary tetrahedral group (2,3,3) of order 24, 
binary octahedral group (2,3,4) of order 48, 
binary icosahedral group ( 2, 3, 5 ) of order 120 
(5) 
(see [4, p. 3441); here (1, m, n ) denotes the group (R, S, TI R’ = S” = 
T” = RST). 
LEMMA 4. The kernel C of the reduced norm (=determinant) on H, is 
c P = <(r, (W. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3 that C is finite, hence a subgroup of 
one of the groups in the above list (5). By arguments analogous to those 
used on p. 555 on [3], one easily excludes prime orders different from p 
(consider the characteristic polynomial mod / and use the fact that torsion 
matrices are conjugate over C to diagonal matrices). Hence C is a p-group, 
and a glance to (5) shows that C must be cyclic. If C contained an element 
E of order >p, then IK(s): K( would be> 2, which is impossible. Hence 
c= c,. 
Remark. One should note here that A may well contain roots of unity 
different from [. For example, assume p E 1 mod 4; then A is ramified 
exactly at the infinite primes of K, hence every imaginary quadratic exten- 
sion L/K splits A by the theorem of Hasse-Brauer-Noether-Albert. But as 
L has minimal degree, L can be embedded in A (cf. [4, Theorem 28.51). It 
follows that A contains 4th and 6th roots of unity. However, a third root of 
unity E and [ cannot generate a finite group, if p > 5; this subgroup would 
have to be, according to (5), a subgroup of Q,, and would contain a cyclic 
group of order 3p; but if 6 were an element of order 3p in A, (K(6): KI 
would be 4, which is impossible. 
LEMMA 5. H,={(;fz)( aEZ[[lY. a = 1 mod fi ), i.e., matrices with b # 0 
do not actually occur in HI. 
Proof. We reduce the elements of H, mod p’ and see that H, mod +’ 
consists of matrices ( ’ ?$ ;I+ tr, ), where rc, , rc2 E fi mod #‘. From 
( 
1+7c, 712 1 +n; 4 1 +n,+rt; 7c2+n; 
-52 >( l+fi, -77; 1+it; = ** > ( * * > 
we deduce that the mapping ( -; z) 4 a - 1 mod fi’ is a homomorphism of 
H, into the additive group #Z mod 1’. As this group is cyclic of order p and 
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[ f 1 mod +I, we see that this homomorphism is split and onto. Now con- 
sider the exact sequence 
We have just shown that the embedding of C, splits; call the splitting S. 
Then H, is the direct product C, x kern S, and it is clear that nr induces an 
isomorphism kern s z nr H,. Hence nr also splits; call that splitting s’. We 
must show that s’(nr Hi) consists only of diagonal matrices. Let 
ME H, ; then M* = s’(nr(M2)) = s’(nr M)2) is one of the matrices 
( 
i’nr(W 0 
0 < > ‘w(M) ’ 
i = O,..., p - 1, 
hence diagonal. If M = ( -2 i), then from 
&f*= 
i 
a’-bb ab+LSb 
> 
= diagonal matrix 
* * 
we derive b = 0 or a = -2; but the latter case cannot occur since 
a z 5 z 1 mod #. Hence b = 0, as was to be shown. 
4 
We return to the unit group U= (Z[Q,]) x, which in Section 2 was 
shown to be 
where 
H,=((N,,N2)EH,xH,(N,rNzmod2} 
is a fibre product. Using Lemma 5, we now see that H, is actually a 
semidirect product; if we denote by p, the projection of H, on H,, then p, 
has the splitting 
hence H, = kern p, >a H,. It was seen in the proof of Lemma 5 that 
H, = Abx C,, where C,= ((6 F-,)) = (p(x2)) and 
Ah= 
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is free abelian of rank (p - 3)/2. But - 1, y and x2 together generate + QP, 
and it remains to deal with 
kernel pi = EGI,(P[[])la=l,b=Omod2# 
This has essentially been done in [3]: if we put M = ( Ji ;c), then 
MH,M-’ = r(fi+) >a 
((Y -i)& 
where Z(/Z+) denotes the congruence group mod fi’ in G12(H[a]); further- 
more (y -:) = Ma(x) M-‘. As M is invertible mod 2, 
kernel p, = MH,M-’ n r(2). 
Again it can be shown, by the arguments used in p.555 of [3], that 
kernel p1 is torsion free. 
Summarizing we can state the result of our computations: 
THEOREM. The unit group U = (Z[ Q,]) x has the form 
Here r denotes congruence groups in Gl,(h[a] ), Ab is a free abelian 
group of rank (p - 3)/2, realized as 
A4 laE(ZIYJ)X,or=l modpC21M-‘. 
The normal complement of + QP is torsion free. 
5 
EXAMPLE. p = 3. In this case, Ab is trivial, and we have to describe 
H=(r(3)>a ((7 ::)))nf’(2) in G/,(Z). We have 
Hlr(6)=r(2)n(r(3)M <(‘: I;)>) 
r(2) n r(3) z(@ I:)); 
hence r(6) has index 3 in H. As Z(6) is free of rank 13 (see p. 560 of [S]), 
it follows that H is a torsion free group of cohomological dimension 1, 
hence free (see [S, Theorem 1, p. 961). Now Schreier’s formula gives rank 
H= 5. 
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For the sake of completeness, let us compute generators of H. It is well 
known that r(3) is free with generators 
Put X= (y ::)=Ma(x) M-l. One checks 
A”=XAX-‘=B, BX= C, C”= A. 
We claim that the matrices 
A’, B’, C’, A BX’, ACX 
are free generators of H. Let U be the group generated by them. By the 
Nielsen-Schreier theorem, and Schreier’s formula once more, it is enough 
to show that U has finite index in H; we shall show that it has finite index 
in r(3) >a (X). In the first place, U is normalized by X: it is clear that 
(A’)*, ( B2)X, (C2)x~ U, and we have 
BCX2=(ABX2)X=B2.(ACX)--A2~U, 
(ACX).‘= BXC= B’(ACX)-‘(ABX2)e U. 
Using this, it is elementary to see that every product AkB’C” can be written 
in the form UN, where u E U and N is one of the matrices AX”, BX”, Cx”, 
v = 0, 1,2. Consequently every product of such products, hence every 
element of Z(3) can be written in this form. This proves our claim. 
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